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ABSTRACT: 
Social media is a main source of collecting big-data. Data analysis converting their bigger data  to smart data. Smart data 
is acquired with the help of Apache Flume, Apache hive and Apache HDFS, smart data increase the sales of Marketing 
industry. It helps product owner to analyze people’s opinion about their product and consumer can analyze the reviews of  
product before purchase. If tweets came along with Location, data analyzed based on the location. 
Keywords : FLUME , HIVE , HDFS, Smart data 
I.INTRODUCTION 
Marketing industry increase their sales turnover with the help big data analysis. They concentrating on the source of social 
media to posts to know about product review to increase the sales. Among all social media, twitter is one of the most 
famous one. Raw data is extracted from twitter using an Apache FLUME.  
once the raw data is extracted it store in the Apache HDFS. On data analysis raw data is converted into smart data. Data 
analysis can be done using  Apache hive. Text tweets are filtered with the product name. Location also analyzed, if tweet 
is given with location. 
 
Figure 1 : Twitter Analysis Steps 
II.DATA EXTRACTION 
Raw data is extracted with help of twitter streaming API. Configuring an flume agent which has a source and sink. Twitter 
posts will acts as an source, which is an twitter source, Apache HDFS will acts an  sink. Apache Flume extracted raw data 
from twitter  via memory channel put the tweets in HDFS. 
Apache Flume: 
Apache Flume configuring according to the product search. Twitter source which is configured to an twitter. Twitter data is 
carried over the channel called memchannel. Storage area of an Twitter is sink ,configured to an HDFS. Along with 
configuration can made to an keyword to be searched ,HDFS path, Write format, memory capacity and Transaction 
capacity. 
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Figure 2 : Workflow of Flume  
 
Figure 3 : Flume configuration 
HDFS: 
Hadoop distributed file system is used for storing huge volume of data. Instead of storing in an local file system, put up the 
data in hadoop cluster Raw Data is segregated into 64MB input splits. Input splits were stored in the data node. To 
overcome the fault tolerance ,by default  3 replication resides in the data node. 
Data from the source 
 
III.DATA PROCESSING 
Data processing can be done with the help of  Apache hive. It is an analysis tool present in Hadoop  ecosystem. Hive 
configured an top of the hadoop. It’s query language HiveQL, it helps in querying and managing large data sets .tweets 
are in the form of JSON format.  
By default hive is processing with row format. Hive has an Hive SerDe is serializer and Deserializer, It is an  interface  to 
convert the data than hive can process. Hive also has an feature called partitions helps to make the product search. 
Segregating words into partitions, those partitions a can  further  divided into partitions. Before querying with 
the partitions, make sure that 
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set hive.exec.dynamic.partition = true; 
set hive.exec.dynamic.partition.mode = nonstrict; 
create a hive table for raw data set 
CREATE EXTERNALTABLE rawdata( 
tweetId BIGINT, username STRING, 
word STRING, CreatedAt STRING, 
profileLocation STRING COMMENT 'Location of user', 
favc BIGINT,retweet STRING,retcount BIGINT,followerscount BIGINT) 
PARTITIONED BY (datehour INT) 
COMMENT 'This is the Twitter streaming data' 
ROW FORMAT DELIMITED 
FIELDS TERMINATED BY 't'; 
Loading data into hive 
LOAD DATA INPATH '/user/flume/tweets/2013/02/25/16' INTO TABLE rawdataPARTITION (datehour='2013022516'); 
Apache Oozie: 
It is coordinator application, putting raw data to hive table for every hour. It will add new partition for every hour. 
Data processing is done with the help of hive queries. Data is partitioned according to hour of arrival. Tweets are filtered 
according to the product name. 
IV. SCORE ANALYSIS 
Score can be analyzed according to positive ,neutral, negative. Tweets were analyzed according to filtered words which is 
compared to data set which is already available. on that comparison tweets are rated and categorized into  positive, 
negative and neutral. This helps the marketing industry to know feedback about product. if tweet came along with a 
location, sales of the product can be  reviewed according to the location. 
V. CONCLUSION 
In this decade Marketing industry  uses the social media to review the feedback. By using an hadoop ecosystem tools, 
extracted raw data from the twitter source and hiveQl query language is used for analyzing this data. Based on the 
analysis the data is segregated  into positive ,negative and neutral. This process helps in analyzing best opinion mining. 
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